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DECISION AND DISMISSAL OF COMPLAINTS  

 

 On April 17, 2013, Joan O’Rourke (Complainant) filed two complaints with the 

Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the Labor Board), later consolidated, 

alleging that the State of Connecticut, Department of Children and Families (the State or 

DCF) violated the State Employee Relations Act (SERA or the Act) by breaching the 

applicable collective bargaining agreement and that Local 2663 of Council 4, AFSCME, 

AFL-CIO (the Union) violated the Act by breaching its duty of fair representation. 
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 After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken, the matter came before the 

Labor Board for a hearing on fourteen dates from April 23, 2014 through February 5, 

2018.
1
  All parties appeared and were given full opportunity to present evidence and 

cross-examine witnesses and make argument. All parties submitted post-hearing briefs, 

which were received on April 6, 2018 and reply briefs, which were received on April 20, 

2018.  Based on the entire record before us, we make the following findings of fact and 

conclusions of law and dismiss the complaints. 

 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

 

1. The State is an employer within the meaning of the Act. 

 

2. The Union is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act and at all 

relevant times has represented the Social and Human Services (P-2) bargaining unit, 

which includes the job classifications of social worker and social work supervisor. 

 

3. The Union and the State were parties to a collective bargaining agreement, 

effective July 1, 2006 through June 30, 2009,
2
 which provided, in relevant part: 

 

ARTICLE 15 

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 

 

 Section One.  Definition. Grievance.  A grievance is defined as 

… a written complaint involving an alleged violation or a dispute 

involving the application or interpretation of a specific provision of this 

Agreement. 

 ….  

 Section Six.  The Grievance Procedure. 

 …  

 Step III. … [A]n unresolved grievance may be appealed to the 

Director [of the Office of Labor Relations]…  

 

 Step IV. Arbitration … [A]n unresolved grievance may be 

submitted to arbitration by the Union…  

 . . .     

ARTICLE 16 

                                                 
1
 The Labor Board held hearings on April 23, 2014, November 17, 2014, March 25, 2015, May 18, 2015, 

February 17, 2016, May 6, 2016, September 7, 2016, March 8, 2017, June 7, 2017, July 12, 2017, October 

23, 2017, November 1, 2017, December 4, 2017, and February 5, 2018. Complainant was represented by 

counsel at the hearings on March 25, 2015, May 18, 2015, and February 17, 2016. 

 
2
 The 2006-2009 agreement was in effect at all relevant times.   
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DISMISSAL, SUSPENSION, DEMOTION OR OTHER DISCIPLINE 

 

                        Section One.  No permanent employee . . . shall be reprimanded, 

 demoted, suspended or dismissed except for just cause. 

 

Just cause may include but is not necessarily restricted to incompetence, 

inefficiency, neglect of duty, misconduct or insubordination. 

 . . .  

 Section Four. Permanent employees shall submit grievances 

concerning dismissal, suspension or disciplinary demotion directly to Step 

III…   

 … 

ARTICLE 19  

NON-DISCRIMINATION 

 

 Section Three. Each employee shall be expected to render a full 

and fair day’s work in an atmosphere of mutual respect and dignity, free 

from abusive and/or arbitrary conduct. 

… 

ARTICLE 23  

INDEMINIFICATION 

 

 Section One. The State shall continue to indemnify an employee 

for damage or injury, not wanton or willful, caused in the performance of 

his/her duties and within the scope of his/her employment, as provided by 

Section 5-141d., Connecticut General Statutes.
[3] 

 

 … 

 

(Ex. 58) (Footnote added).  

 

4. At all times relevant hereto, the following State policies were in effect: 

 

Neglect of Duty  

Policy 7-4-3.1 

                                                 
3
 Conn. Gen. Stat. § 5-141d states, in relevant part:  

 

(a)   The state shall … indemnify any state … employee … from financial loss and 

expense arising out of any claim, demand, suit or judgment by reason of his alleged … 

act or omission resulting in damage or injury, if the … employee … is found to have been 

acting in the discharge of his duties or within the scope of his employment and such act 

or omission is found not to have been wanton, reckless or malicious. 
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… 

Neglect of duty is any of the following: 

…  

• failing to follow prescribed Department or work site policy relevant 

to job duties and responsibilities 

… 

• any other activity deemed by the Department Administrator to 

endanger the health, safety or well being of clients . . . 

 . . .  

 

Confidentiality  

Policy 7-4-3.10 

… 

Disclosure of Information –  

 

No employee shall disclose confidential information about children and 

their families … with anyone other than [DCF] staff … unless specifically 

authorized to do so by an appropriate managerial level employee. 

 … 

 

31-8-5    

Confidentiality 

 

Policy  DCF client information and records are confidential . . .  

… 

Definitions …  

 

 Client information and records mean information created or 

obtained in connection with the Department’s child 

protection activities or activities related to a child while in 

the care or custody of the Department… [Emphasis in 

original.] 

 … 

  

31-10-3 

Confidentiality 

...  

Policy Department records and information shall be kept 

confidential pursuant to state and federal laws . . . 

… 

 

 

ACCEPTABLE USE OF STATE SYSTEMS POLICY 

…  

Usage of State Systems 
State systems are … to be used … in conformance with federal and state 

laws, agency policies and procedures … 

... 
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[Regs., Conn. State Agencies] Sec. 5-240-1a.  Definitions 

…  

(c) “Just cause” means any conduct for which an employee may be 

suspended, demoted or dismissed and includes, but is not limited to, the 

following: 

…  

8. Deliberate violation of any law, state regulation or agency 

rule. 

 …  

 11. Neglect of duty, or other employment related misconduct. 

 …  

13. Engaging in any activity which is detrimental to the best 

interests of the agency… 

 … 

(Ex. 19). 

 

5. On October 15, 2004, DCF hired Complainant as a social work trainee in its 

Waterbury area office and promoted her to a full-time social worker position in or about 

2006.  At all times relevant hereto, Complainant was a member of the P2 bargaining unit. 

(Ex. 18). 

 

6. Sometime prior to 2009, while assigned to the Waterbury office, Complainant 

was critical of Union stewards Mary Matsagas’ and Katie Lerz’ responses to what she 

believed were violations of the contract by management. In or about February 2009, 

Complainant complained about Matsagas to Union president Paul Lavallee and Council 4 

staff attorney Susan Creamer. (Exs. 40, 63, 67).  

 

7. On October 23, 2009, DCF transferred Complainant to the Torrington area office 

as an investigative social worker under the direct supervision of Wendy Bonola. As such, 

Complainant investigated allegations of child abuse and neglect to determine whether 

there was sufficient evidence to substantiate the charges. During the course of an 

investigation, investigative social workers typically review the family’s prior DCF 

history, review relevant records, conduct home visits, and interview children, parents, 

other family members, witnesses, and “collateral contacts” such as health care providers, 

counselors, school staff, and law enforcement officials.  

 

8. At all times relevant hereto, investigative social workers documented their work 

in a report called a “protocol.” When their investigation was complete, the social worker 

signed the protocol and filed it in an electronic database for review by their supervisor. 

The supervisor could approve the protocol, request additional information, return it to the 

social worker for correction, or make changes themselves. Once the supervisor approved 

the protocol, he or she added his or her signature to the document.   
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9. Sometime before November 2010, Jessica Noel replaced Bonola as 

Complainant’s immediate supervisor.  

 
10. At all times relevant hereto, Sandra Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick) was a social work 

supervisor in the Torrington area office and a member of the P2 bargaining unit. In 

November 2010, Fitzpatrick accused Complainant of slamming a door in her face to bar 

her from entering Noel’s office. Complainant disputed the allegation and no charges were 

filed against her.  

 

11. On March 16, 2011, Fitzpatrick replaced Noel as Complainant’s direct supervisor 

after Noel took a leave of absence. In light of the Fitzpatrick’s 2010 accusation, 

Complainant promptly asked program manager Lisa Sexton for a transfer to another 

investigative unit. Sexton was Fitzpatrick’s immediate supervisor. (Ex. 75). 

 

12. At all times relevant hereto, Vanessa Dorantes was the director of the Torrington 

office and Sexton’s immediate supervisor. Dorantes met with Sexton, Fitzpatrick, and 

Complainant about Complainant’s request for a transfer but did not reassign 

Complainant.  

 

13. On or about March 25, 2011, Fitzpatrick issued a corrective counseling 

memorandum to Complainant for transporting a child home from school without parental 

consent. At the bottom of the memo, Complainant wrote that she made a “judgment call” 

to drive the child home since it was after school hours, the school was closed, and the 

child’s mother was unreachable. (Exs. 76, 77). 

 
14. On April 14 and May 19, 2011, DCF received reports of possible emotional, 

medical, and educational neglect of 7-year old James O. and his sister Jolene O. 

According to the reports, the siblings’ mother was not taking James to his out-patient 

therapy sessions, was refusing to comply with a directive to have James evaluated by a 

psychiatrist before being allowed to return to school, and was keeping Jolene out of 

school. Fitzpatrick assigned Complainant to investigate. (Exs. 8, 9). 

 
15. On June 2, 2011, at the conclusion of her investigation, Complainant filed a 30-

page protocol in the O Family case.  Complainant found, in relevant part:   

 

DISPOSITION 

Based on the completion of all interviews, collateral contacts, and … 

supervisory conference[s] … with … Fitzpatrick … and [Sexton], … the 

allegations of educational neglect against mother … in regards to her son, 

James … will not be substantiated… 
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Mother and [school] staff have been at odds as to best (sic) James’s needs. 

This situation came to a head … when school staff had James transported 

to [redacted] Hospital via ambulance. After mother responded to the 

hospital school staff told mother that James could not return to school until 

he had a psychiatric evaluation … James has not been back to school yet 

as the psychiatric evaluation has not taken place… [However] 

documentation that [Redacted] Elementary provided has indicated that 

James’ absences are being excused. 

… 

The same circumstances do not exist for Jolene. The school did not tell 

mother that Jolene cannot come to school. Mother has chosen to keep 

Jolene home from school … Educational neglect is substantiated against 

mother in regard to … Jolene. 

… 

This case will be transferred to a treatment unit for further support 

and intervention.  

… 

(Ex. 9) (Emphasis in original).  

 

16. On June 3, 3011, Fitzpatrick had the following email exchange (Ex. 13) with 

Complainant regarding the O Family case:  

 

W[h]ere is the hospital discharge information in this case? 

… 

[T]his is key as the discharge rec[ords] from hospital indicate that [James] 

have an ev[aluation] before returning to school 

 

Complainant: 

 

[N]o that info did not come from the hospital – that directive came from 

the school  

 

Fitzpatrick: 

 

I do not recall this  

 

Complainant:  

 

Recall what – it was definitely the directive of the school.  

… 

 

17. Fitzpatrick rejected Complainant’s protocol.  On June 5, 2011, she sent an email 

to Sexton stating, in relevant part, that it contained “inadequacies in the narrative that 

point to a falsification of the document…” Among other things, Fitzpatrick objected to 

the following:  
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In the final disposition summary [Complainant] indicates, “…[S]chool 

staff had James transported to … [the hospital] via ambulance. After 

mother responded to the hospital school staff told mother that James could 

not return to school until he had a psychiatric evaluation.” 

  

This is not true … [The doctor’s] recommendation was to have James seen 

by a psychiatrist prior to going back to school. This was the hospital’s 

recommendation and not a directive by the school… 

 

(Ex. 14) (Emphasis and quotation marks in original).  

 

18. Fitzpatrick reassigned the O Family case to another investigative social worker. 

 

19. Sometime prior to June 13, 2011, Fitzpatrick made changes to Complainant’s 

draft of the O Family protocol. (Exs. 8, 27). 

 

20. On June 13, 2011, Complainant saw the now-modified O Family protocol and a 

DCF request for an ex parte Order of Temporary Custody (OTC) of James and Jolene. 

The OTC troubled Complainant because removing the children from their parents’ 

custody conflicted with her understanding of how DCF had decided to proceed. 

Furthermore, Complainant believed both documents contained false information.  

 

21. On June 14, 2011, Complainant submitted a written complaint to Dorantes via 

program supervisor Myra Helt. Complainant stated, in relevant part: 

 

Fitzpatrick disregarded all of the exculpatory information
[4]

 in my 

protocol...  

 

[Similarly, t]he OTC … petition contains skewed information… is one 

sided and contains no exculpatory information that was obtained during 

my investigation.  I fear that … Fitzpatrick was motivated by her ongoing 

efforts to discredit me… [U]nfortunately … [she] has now victimized a 

mother and her children. [I accuse] her of mishandling an investigation, … 

managing information for her own ends, dishonest representation to DCF 

staff and a general lack of integrity…   

 

This is a formal complaint and I would like it investigated. 

 … 

                                                 
4
 Complainant defined exculpatory information as ‘that which tends to show the innocence of a party.’” 

(Ex. 23 n.6). 
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(Ex. 26) (Footnote added).  

 

22. Dorantes met with Complainant, Sexton, and Fitzpatrick on three occasions in 

June 2011.  The dispute over Fitzpatrick’s alleged removal of exculpatory information, 

however, was not resolved.  Complainant again requested a reassignment. (Ex. 29).  

 

23. On June 15, 2011, Fitzpatrick sent a lengthy email to DCF principal human 

resources specialist Tyrone Mellon, with copies to Sexton and Dorantes, in which she 

roundly criticized Complainant’s work. Fitzpatrick also attached a draft copy of 

Complainant’s next quarterly performance evaluation for Mellon’s input. (Ex. 80).
5
  

 

24. On June 30, 2011, Fitzpatrick emailed Sexton stating, in relevant part:  

 

[Complainant] continue[s] to display unsafe and irrational behaviors. We 

are all aware that [Complainant] was a police officer
[6]

  … and was trained 

in the use of firearms; given her track record I do not think that anything is 

beyond her ability to retaliate against those she feels has (sic) wronged 

her… I am concerned about my co-workers[’] … and the public’s safety. 

 … 

(Ex. 42) (Footnote added).  

 

25. At all times relevant hereto, assistant attorney general Cynthia Mahon represented 

DCF in the O Family OTC litigation.  On June 20, 2011, at Helt’s suggestion, 

Complainant emailed her version of the protocol to Mahon claiming that it contained 

“salient exculpatory information” removed from the final version. After investigating the 

claim, Mahon concluded that Complainant’s protocol contained no such information.  

(Exs. 20, 82). 

 

26. At all times relevant hereto, attorney Stevenson represented James and Jolene’s 

mother in the OTC litigation.  On June 22, 2011, Complainant called Stevenson and 

asked her to subpoena Complainant to testify at the court hearing on the OTC scheduled 

for the next day. Stevenson issued the subpoena. 

 

27. On June 23, 2011, prior to the start of her shift, Complainant faxed a copy of her 

version of the protocol to Stevenson without authorization from DCF’s legal department.  

                                                 
5
 Mellon told Sexton that “issuing [Complainant] a [quarterly review] now that is “less than” prior 

[quarterlies] will be evidence for her regarding [Fitzpatrick]. Sexton agreed that Fitzpatrick’s evaluation 

was “too harsh”. (Ex. 80).   

 
6
 Complainant is a former Torrington police officer. 
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At the hearing, Stevenson produced the protocol along with a motion to hold DCF in 

contempt. The parties settled the OTC but DCF filed a new request the following day 

after additional allegations of abuse emerged. Sometime after the hearing, Stevenson 

filed a complaint against DCF with the State Auditors of Public Accounts. (Exs. 18, 35). 

 

28. Sexton notified Mellon that Complainant released a confidential protocol without 

authorization. Mellon initiated an investigation which included searching Complainant’s 

computer for evidence of other breaches of confidentiality. He discovered that, on nine 

occasions between March 28, 2006 and September 7, 2010, Complainant sent emails 

containing confidential client information to her husband Paul Hudobenko.  Hudobenko 

was not a DCF employee. (Ex. 18). 

 

29. In early July, 2011, DCF received reports that a social worker left a 5-year old 

boy (Jacob) alone in a State car at night while she went inside a foster home to place 

Jacob’s infant sister.
7
 Complainant was that social worker.  DCF’s Special investigations 

Unit (SIU) opened an investigation to determine whether Complainant had neglected the 

child. (Ex. 21). 

 

30. On or about July 5, 2011, after a vacancy became available in another unit, 

Dorantes transferred Complainant, effective 5 days later. (Ex. 68). 

 

31. On or about August 26, 2011, SIU issued a report finding sufficient evidence to 

substantiate a charge of child neglect against Complainant. Mellon incorporated that 

charge into his investigation. (Exs. 18, 21).  

 

32. On September 6, 2011, Dorantes placed Complainant on paid administrative 

leave. (Ex. 18). 

 

33. During the course of his investigation, Mellon interviewed Complainant, Mahon, 

Jacob, Jacob’s mother and foster parent, and others.  Union steward Bradley Lawrence 

represented Complainant. Complainant admitted to releasing the draft protocol without 

authorization, leaving Jacob alone in her car, and sending the 9 emails at issue to her 

husband. (Ex. 18). 

 

34. On or about November 8, 2011, Mellon issued the report of his investigation. He 

stated, in relevant part:  

 

I. Findings: 

… 

[Complainant] faxed the draft protocol she prepared to the attorney 

representing the [O] mother … without proper authorization. 

                                                 
7
 The incident occurred on May 31, 2011. (Ex. 21).   
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 … 

[Complainant] chose to leave 5 year old Jacob … unattended in a 

State car at night … expos[ing him] to several safety factors such 

as stepping into traffic, abduction, wandering away and getting 

lost, etc. 

… 

[Complainant] shared confidential DCF case information with her 

ex husband on at least nine separate occasions. 

… 

J.  Violations 

 

DCF Policy 7-4-3.1, Neglect of Duty 

DCF Policy 7-4-3.10 Confidentiality 

DCF Policy 31-8-5 … Confidentiality[] 

DCF Policy 31-10-3 … Confidentiality 

State Statute 17a-28 Confidentiality 

State … Regulations Sec. 5-240-1a (c) 

 8.  Deliberate violation of any … agency rule. 

11. Neglect of duty…. 

13. Engaging in any activity which is detrimental to  

 the best interest of the agency or state. 

  … 

 

35. On or about November 8, 2011, Mellon notified Complainant by letter (Ex. 18) 

that a pre-disciplinary meeting was scheduled for November 15, 2011 at the Torrington 

area office. Complainant attended the meeting with Lavallee.  

 

36. On November 17, 2011, Dorantes notified Complainant by letter that her 

employment was terminated effective November 29.  (Ex. 18). 

 

37. On November 21, 2011, Lavallee filed a grievance alleging that Complainant’s 

dismissal was without just cause. (Exs. 16, 46). 

 

38. On January 6, 2012, State Labor Relations Specialist Ernest Lowe convened a 

Step 2 grievance hearing. Mellon and Dorantes spoke on behalf of the State. P2 staff 

representative Neal Cunningham represented Complainant. Paul Lavallee was also 

present. The Union requested any records documenting Fitzpatrick’s interaction with any 

collateral contacts in the O Family investigation and Lowe adjourned the hearing with the 

understanding that the State would produce the documents. (Exs. 45, 46, 47).  
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39. On or about January 17, 2012, Lowe issued a Step 2 response finding that 

Complainant was discharged for cause and dismissing the grievance. The Union filed for 

arbitration. (Ex. 47). 

 

40. On January 19, 2012, Mellon, Cunningham, Lowe, Dorantes, and  Complainant 

had the following email exchange about the Union’s pending request for documents: 

  

Mellon to Lowe with copy to Cunningham at 4:02 p.m. 

 

At the step 2 conference … [Cunningham] requested copies of documents 

and communications between [Complainant] and --- Fitzpatrick regarding 

the [O] case… It will be available Mon or Tues of next week. 

 …  

Complainant to Cunningham at 8:07 p.m. 

 

[M]y recollection is that you requested documentation regarding the case contacts 

that [Fitzpatrick] made on the [O] case - her conversation with the hospital MD as 

well as … with [James’] psychologist… 

 … 

Don’t let them reframe our request. .. We requested … Documentation on 

the work that [Fitzpatrick] did that led her to change my protocol so 

drastically… [Emphasis in original.] 

 

Cunningham to Mellon at 8:48 p.m. 

 

I requested documentation of the work [Fitzpatrick] did on the [O] case. 

 … 

(Exs. 45, 47). 

 

41. In an email to Cunningham dated February 15, 2012, Complainant directed him to 

request 7 additional categories of record from the State.  Cunningham requested the 

records by email dated March 22, 2012. Cunningham then emailed Complainant, stating 

“Joan, let me know if I missed anything, and I’ll add it.” (Exs. 49, 51).  

 

42. Sometime prior to the first arbitration hearing, Complainant told Cunningham she 

was considering filing a complaint with the Connecticut Commission on Human Rights 

and Opportunities (CHRO) because she wanted “whistleblower” status.  Complainant 

spoke to someone at CHRO but did not file a complaint. 

 

43. On May 29, June 18, June 27, and August 8, 2012, arbitrator Susan R. Brown 

held hearings in the arbitration of Complainant’s termination. Lowe represented the State 

and Cunningham represented Complainant. The parties examined or cross-examined at 

least 6 witnesses, including Fitzpatrick from whom Cunningham elicited an admission 
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that she never spoke to the hospital doctor or the child’s psychologist in the O case. 

Complainant also testified. (Exs. 23, 82).   

 

44. On September 17, 2012, Cunningham filed a post-arbitration hearing brief.  (Ex. 

26).  

 

45. On November 6, 2012, Brown issued an award finding that Complainant was 

dismissed for just cause and dismissing her grievance. With regard to the release of the 

draft protocol,
 8

 Brown stated, in relevant part:  

 

[Complainant] testified that … [s]he found three items she considered 

significant had been changed from her original draft. Two of these items 

she characterized as “exculpatory evidence” … 

 

Specifically, Brown found that Fitzpatrick deleted the second sentence from the 

following passage in Complainant’s draft:  

 

Mother told clinician … that the school [psychologist] … said that [the 

“O” boy] is [psychotic] because he hears voices. Clinician said that she 

has not seen evidence of this. [Emphasis added.]  

 

In addition, Fitzpatrick removed the final sentence in this passage:  

 

This situation came to a head … when school staff had [the boy] 

transported to [redacted] Hospital via ambulance. After mother responded 

to the hospital[,] school staff told mother that [the boy] could not return to 

school until he had a psychiatric evaluation. [Emphasis added.] 

 

Fitzpatrick replaced it with the following:    

 

Dr. … [at] Hospital Behavioral Health Center said that it wasn’t safe for 

[the boy] to return to school until he is evaluated by a psychiatrist. Dr. 

[redacted] wanted to admit [the boy]; but mother refused ([the boy] was 

still hearing voices and he confirmed at hospital that he wanted to kill 

himself). [Emphasis added.] 

 

Brown did not determine the veracity of Fitzpatrick’s changes, stating that she had no 

jurisdiction “to ascertain any factual truths about the O case.”  However, Brown noted:  

 

                                                 
8
 Brown stated at the outset that since Complainant “admitted to all [three] charges, the only substantive 

issue … is whether there was just cause for [her] termination…” (Ex. 23). 
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[Attorney] Mahon testified that she called and spoke to [James’] clinician 

… who confirmed that she had indeed seen evidence of psychosis in the 

boy - he had been hearing voices in April. The attorney also spoke to the 

doctor and looked at his notes … which indicated that he had 

recommended a psych evaluation before the boy returned to school… 

 … 

As a result of her inquiries, [Mahon] concluded that hospital personnel 

supported … [Fitzpatrick’s] version of events. 

… 

Regarding Complainant’s disclosure of the protocol to Stevenson, Brown concluded that 

her decision “was not a direct result of Ms. Fitzpatrick’s vindictive supervisory style.” 

Rather: 

 

[w]here [Complainant] went seriously wrong was in perceiving that her 

only path to… revealing what she saw as false data … was to fax 

confidential records … to an opposing attorney … without consulting 

[DCF’s] legal team…  

… 

[Complainant’s] absolute conviction … that she was right and that 

everyone else was engaged in a cover-up, may have been what closed her 

eyes to one obvious alternative she could have exercised: testifying if 

called by the mother’s attorney and telling what she perceived to be the 

truth.   

… 

While her relationship with Ms. Fitzgerald may have affected her 

performance in many areas, I conclude that it did not directly impact her 

grave misjudgment of her duties… 

. . .  

And lastly:   

 

Failing to avail herself of other available options, her disclosure to an 

opposing attorney … provided just cause for her discharge.  In that light, it 

is unnecessary to reach the question of whether termination was 

appropriate discipline for either of the other two charges. 

 … 

(Ex. 23) (Footnote omitted). 

   

46. Complainant asked the Union to file a motion in Superior Court to vacate 

Brown’s award on the basis of public policy.  On November 26, 2012, Cunningham 

notified Complainant by email that the Union would not appeal the award, stating, in 

relevant part:   
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[W]e have reviewed the matter, including all of the arguments you made. 

We do not agree that your case offers a basis for a successful motion to 

vacate [the award].  

 … 

(Ex. 64). 

 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

 

1. It is a prohibited practice for a Union or its agents to breach the duty of fair 

representation owed to bargaining unit members by engaging in conduct that is arbitrary, 

discriminatory, or in bad faith.  

 

2. The Union did not breach its duty of fair representation when it prosecuted a 

grievance contesting the State’s termination of Complainant’s employment. 

 

3. The breach of contract complaint against the State is dismissed in accordance with 

Piteau v. Bd. of Educ. of City of Hartford, 300 Conn. 667 (2011). 

 
DISCUSSION 

 

 Complainant contends that the Union breached its duty of fair representation
9
 by 

deliberately mishandling the grievance contesting her termination. Specifically, 

Complainant argues that the Union bore a grudge against her for criticizing its failure to 

contest alleged contract violations occurring in the Waterbury office.
 
Therefore, 

Complainant argues, the Union ignored essential components of her defense during the 

arbitration, mischaracterized or omitted important facts and arguments in its brief, 

allowed itself to be impaired by a conflict of interest, and refused to file a motion to 

vacate arbitrator Brown’s award. Complainant also argues that the State discharged her 

without just cause and that she would have been reinstated to her position if the Union 

had fairly represented her. 

 

  The Union responds that Complainant failed to meet her burden of establishing 

that her representation was arbitrary, discriminatory, or in bad faith or that she would 

                                                 
9
 Conn. Gen. Stat. §5-272  provides, in relevant part:  

 

(b) Employee organizations or their agents are prohibited from: … (4) breaching their 

duty of fair representation pursuant to section 5-271… 

 

Conn. Gen. Stat. §5-271 provides, in relevant part:  

 

(d) When an employee organization has been designated, in accordance with the 

provisions of this chapter as the exclusive representative of employees in an appropriate 

unit, it shall have a duty of fair representation to the members of that unit.  
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have been reinstated but for the Union’s alleged breach. The State contends that it had 

just cause to discharge Complainant because she committed three separate acts which 

violated important DCF policies and subverted the agency’s mission to safeguard 

children. Since we agree with the Union that Complainant failed to prove that it breached 

the duty of fair representation, we need not address the just cause basis for her 

termination
10

 and dismiss both complaints in their entirety.  

 

 The duty of fair representation arises from a union’s legal status as exclusive 

employee representative that necessarily entails “a statutory obligation to serve the 

interests of all members without hostility or discrimination toward any, to exercise its 

discretion with complete good faith and honesty, and to avoid arbitrary conduct.” Vaca v. 

Sipes, 386 U.S. 171, 177 (1967). “When analyzing a possible breach of the duty of fair 

representation, we are cognizant that hostile discrimination based on irrelevant and 

invidious considerations triggers a breach.” Council 4, AFSCME (Bligh), Decision No. 

4066 p. 11 (2005), affirmed Council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO v. Connecticut State Board 

of Labor Relations, Superior Court, judicial district of New Britain, Docket No. CV-05-

4007530-S (March 27, 2007) (Internal quotation marks omitted); see also Norwalk 

Board of Education and John Mosby, Decision No. 3586 (1998), remanded on different 

grounds Local 1042, AFSCME, Council 4, AFL-CIO v. Connecticut State Board of 

Labor Relations, Superior Court, judicial district of New Britain, Docket No. CV–99–

0493379–S (June 1, 1999) (24 Conn. L. Rptr. 616); CEUI (Arsenault), Decision No. 

2464 (1986); City of Bridgeport (Brown), Decision No. 1963 (1980); Town of Stratford 

(Bobko), Decision No. 1746 (1979).  

 

 We apply this standard to grievances a union chooses to pursue to arbitration. 

Hartford Board of Education (Piteau), Decision No. 4935 (2016). Thus, a union violates 

the duty of fair representation if “its manner of advocacy is motivated by animus against 

an individual union member.” Acuff v. United Papermakers & Paperworkers, AFL-

CIO, 404 F.2d 169, 171 (5th Cir. 1968), cert denied 394 U.S. 987 (1969). “[T]o show a 

violation … it is not enough to show that a union was grossly negligent in how it 

processed … a grievance.” New Haven Housing Authority (Lewis), Decision No. 2596 

p. 15 (1987); See also United Steelworkers of America v. Rawson, 495 U.S. 362, 372-

373 (1990); City of Bridgeport (Brown), Decision No. 1963 (1980). “Rather, the 

complainant must demonstrate that the Union’s actions included purposeful 

discrimination… or that the union acted in subjective bad faith.” New Haven Housing 

Authority (Lewis), supra; see also University of Connecticut AAUP (Heald), Decision 

No. 2714 p. 8. (1989) (A finding of hostile discrimination requires “evidence of 

                                                 
10

 Complainant asserts a “hybrid” breach of contract/duty of fair representation action recognized in Vaca 

v. Sipes, 386 U.S. 171 (1967) and discussed in Piteau v. Bd. of Educ. of City of Hartford, 300 Conn. 667 

(2011). As such, Complainant’s “two claims are so inextricably linked that [Complainant] can prevail on 

one only by prevailing on the other.” Piteau v. Bd. of Educ. of City of Hartford, supra, 300 Conn. at 689. 
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discriminatory or bad faith reasons or of consideration of irrelevant differences”); 

Council 4, AFSCME (Bligh), supra. In this case, Complainant argues that the Union 

deliberately mishandled the arbitration of her discharge to rid itself of what it perceived 

as a troublesome member and alleges a litany of deficiencies in the Union’s advocacy 

which she attributes to hostile animus. Complainant’s brief, p. 5. We address those 

allegations in the order we believe best suited to assessing the Union’s conduct. 

 

The Union’s defense of Complainant 

 

 Since Complainant admitted all of the conduct for which she was discharged the 

Union adopted a defense that just cause was lacking because of mitigating circumstances.  

Complainant claims that establishing that Fitzpatrick lied in the approved O Family 

protocol and targeted Complainant for exposing her misconduct was essential to her 

defense.  Complainant contends, however, that the Union failed to adequately address 

those points. Complainant further alleges that Cunningham deliberately mischaracterized 

or omitted relevant evidence from his brief and portrayed her in a bad light. We disagree. 

 

 More specifically, Complainant claims that Union was hostile because she was 

critical of the Union Local’s representation beginning in or about 2007
11

 and culminating 

in her filing a complaint against Matsagas with Council 4’s staff attorney in February 

2009. Although Complainant has alleged a motive we see no compelling evidence of 

hostility. See Norwalk Board of Education and Local 1042 (John Mosby), supra 

(Animus apparent from threats and expressions of hostility by union officials, attempts to 

silence member’s dissent with discipline, and union’s representation of opposing interests 

during disciplinary proceedings); Council 4, AFSCME (Bligh), supra (Council 4, 

AFSCME (Bligh), supra (Hostility demonstrated by disparate treatment). Most 

significantly, in August 2010, a year after her complaint against Matsagas, Cunningham 

represented Complainant at an arbitration contesting the State’s calculation of her 

seniority. (Ex. 33). By her own admission, Complainant was pleased with Cunningham’s 

handling of her case. We find this evidence inconsistent with a hostile union.    

 Consistent with its mitigation theory, the Union emphasized that Complainant 

believed that Fitzpatrick’s version “contained inaccuracies and had salient exculpatory 

information removed” and documented her “every effort to resolve the situation” prior to 

releasing the draft protocol, including filing a formal complaint with management and 

contacting attorney Mahon. (Ex. 28). The Union further argued that, by refusing to 

correct Fitzpatrick’s changes, the State presented Complainant with the perceived 

Hobson’s choice of perjuring herself or exposing the truth and facing management’s 

inevitable retaliation. Therefore, Complainant was compelled to release the draft protocol 

                                                 
11

 Complainant contends that in 2007 she complained to Cunningham about employees working without 

compensation and that Matsagas stopped speaking to her shortly after that.  
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to extricate herself from this untenable position. Finally, the Union argued that none of 

the charges against Complainant warranted her dismissal. Id.  

 As to the evidence the Union did or did not offer the arbitrator, Complainant 

claims that Cunningham failed to identify all of Fitzpatrick’s changes to the approved O 

Family protocol, failed to introduce records which would have established that 

Fitzpatrick conducted no field interviews to verify her findings, and failed to introduce 

Stevenson’s complaint to the State Auditors into evidence. In addition, Complainant 

argues that Cunningham also failed to establish that Fitzpatrick began a campaign to 

discredit her with lies and baseless accusations and introduce evidence that Fitzpatrick 

was soliciting complaints against her from DCF clients.   

 To be sure, the Union did not highlight every change to the protocol in its brief.  

However, Brown’s award reflects that the Union did identify, through Complainant’s 

testimony, the changes she found significant –including two which she believed involved 

removal of “exculpatory evidence.” With regard to the Union’s request for documents, 

there is no dispute that Cunningham requested records of Fitzpatrick’s field interviews in 

the O Family matter. Since Fitzpatrick subsequently admitted to conducting few if any 

collateral interviews,
 12

 however, we are not surprised that he failed to obtain them. We 

certainly see no basis for inferring any invidious motive. Similarly, without evidence that 

Cunningham obtained a copy of Stevenson’s complaint to the State Auditors and that it 

contained more than unproven allegations, we decline to find that the Union deliberately 

withheld relevant evidence. 

 

 Contrary to Complainant’s claim, Cunningham did argue that Fitzpatrick targeted 

Complainant with baseless allegations, beginning with her November 2010 “workplace 

violence complaint” and continuing through her June 2011 email accusing Complainant 

of “unsafe and irrational behaviors.” (Ex. 28). Furthermore, although Complainant argues 

that Cunningham damaged her standing with the arbitrator by mischaracterizing 

Fitzpatrick’s 2010 complaint as involving workplace violence, the record suggests 

otherwise.  Read in context, Cunningham is analogizing Fitzpatrick’s 2010 and 2011 

accusations to try to establish a deliberate, continuing pattern of meritless accusations, 

including workplace violence.
 13

  Moreover, Brown’s finding that Fitzpatrick’s purported 

                                                 
12

 Fitzpatrick did not interview hospital personnel before altering Complainant’s finding that school 

officials and not the emergency room physician directed that James have a psychiatric evaluation before 

returning to school.  

 
13

 In his brief, Cunningham states, in relevant part: 

 

Fitzpatrick’s allegations … [of irrational behavior in 2011] are exactly as in 2010 … - 

alleged fear of [Complainant] committing acts of violence … [She] hits [Complainant] 

with everything she has from day one … almost the entire spectrum of possible serious 

misconduct from accusations of falsification to … workplace violence. 

… 
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safety concerns amounted to “unfounded speculation” suggests that Cunningham’s 

strategy largely succeeded. With regard to Fitzpatrick soliciting complaints against 

Complainant from DCF clients, the record reflects Cunningham requested the case files 

Complainant identified as relevant to this claim. As with Stevenson’s complaint to the 

State Auditor, however, we do not know precisely what files Cunningham received or 

their contents. Given Cunningham’s attacks on Fitzpatrick’s motives, we see no 

reasonable basis for inferring that he withheld or ignored relevant evidence of a smear 

campaign directed at Complainant.  

 

 Lastly, Complainant objects to a passage in Cunningham’s brief which states that 

she and Fitzpatrick “each accused the other of falsifying material.” (Emphasis added). 

Complainant argues that, by obfuscating the fact that she was unaware of Fitzpatrick’s 

accusations, Cunningham erroneously implied that she filed her complaint to retaliate 

against Fitzpatrick rather than to expose the truth. We think Complainant overestimates 

that passage’s significance since there is no evidence that Brown drew that inference. 

Even if we were to assume that the phrase was unartfully worded, it does not rise to the 

level of a breach of the duty of fair representation.    

 

 Based on the entire record before us, we find Complainant’s claims amount to 

dissatisfaction with the Union’s strategy and tactics. However, “[t]he duty of fair 

representation does not require that every possible option be exercised or that a grievant's 

case be advocated in a perfect manner.” Truck Drivers, Local Union No. 355, 229 

NLRB 1319, 1321 (1977). Nor will “an adverse arbitration award … in hindsight, convert 

mere errors of tactics or judgment into a breach of the union's duty of fair 

representation.” Baker v. R. H. Macy & Co., 519 F. Supp. 657, 661 (E.D.N.Y. 1981).  

Failure to raise relevant arguments and defenses  

 

 Complainant contends that the Union breached its duty by deliberately failing to 

assert that she was entitled to protection as a whistleblower, that she released the draft 

protocol to prevent a “fraud upon the court” and to avoid being held individually liable, 

and that Fitzpatrick’s abusive behavior violated Article 19 of the collective bargaining 

agreement. We disagree.  

 

 “Just as a union must be free to sift out wholly frivolous grievances .… so it must 

be free to take a position on the not so frivolous disputes.” Humphrey v. Moore, 375 U.S. 

335, 349-350 (1964) (quoting Ford Motor Co. v. Huffman, 345 U.S. 330, 338 (1953)); 

                                                                                                                                                 
Is it possible to imagine stronger language that a supervisor could use if they wished to 

have someone fired…? Between the two atom bombs of “falsification” and “workplace 

violence” no DCF supervisor could make their intentions more transparent.  

(Ex. 28).   
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see also Hartford Board of Education (Piteau), supra.  Furthermore, as the U.S. 

Supreme Court has acknowledged, “[e]xperienced advocates since time beyond memory 

have emphasized the importance of winnowing out weaker arguments ... and focusing on 

… at most on a few key issues.” Jones v. Barnes, 463 U.S. 745, 751-52 (1983). We have 

also adopted the Court’s rationale that “[b]ecause advocacy is an art and not a science, 

and because the adversary system requires deference to counsel's informed decisions, 

strategic choices must be respected in these circumstances if they are based on 

professional judgment…” Hartford Board of Education (Piteau), supra at 28 (quoting 

Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 681,693 (1984)). 

 

 Absent discriminatory reasons or bad faith, the Union did not violate the Act by 

refusing to adopt Complainant’s arbitration strategies. The record does not support such 

an inference. Cunningham testified that he advised Complainant that she did not qualify 

for whistleblower protection and that individual liability was unlikely. Even if 

Cunningham erred, it is insufficient to establish a violation. Moreover, while 

Cunningham may not have used the term “fraud”, the record reflects that he zealously 

argued that Complainant acted on a good faith belief that the DCF knowingly presented a 

false narrative to the court. Similarly, Brown’s reference to Fitzpatrick’s “vindictive” 

supervisory style suggests that the Union successfully called her conduct in to question 

without the distraction of asserting an additional contract violation.
14

 Viewing 

Cunningham’s efforts in their entirety, we believe he made legitimate tactical and 

strategic choices as expected of a union advocate.   

 

 Complainant also faults the Union for not eliciting testimony from Sexton which 

would have established that Fitzpatrick lied about interviewing collateral sources in the O 

Family case.  We are not persuaded. “Just as choices must be made about what claims to 

raise, decisions must be made about what to investigate about witnesses…” Simmons v. 

Lockhart, 915 F.2d 372, 379 (8th Cir. 1990). After eliciting an admission that Fitzpatrick 

did not conduct relevant field interviews, Cunningham concluded that the Union got the 

testimony it needed.
15

 Complainant attributes the Union’s decision to hostile animus. 

Based on this record, however, we could just as easily infer that Cunningham simply 

followed the adage that “the best cross-examiner is one who knows when to stop.” 

Simmons v. Lockhart, supra, 915 F.2d at 379. 

 In sum, even if each of the alleged breaches, with the benefit of hindsight, were 

viewed as a possible tactical error, none of them, taken either singly or collectively, are 

                                                 
14

 We also question the efficacy of asserting Article 19 since the critical issue was whether Fitzpatrick’s 

conduct rendered Complainant’s dismissal without “just cause” within the meaning of Article 16.   

15
 Complainant testified, in relevant part, “[a]fter Sandra testified and said she only spoke to the school, … 

Neal said that he didn’t see any point in asking [her] anymore questions because … [w]e got exactly what 

we needed.”  (Tr. 5/18/15, pp. 94-95).  
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sufficient to establish hostile discrimination. We again find that the allegations merely 

amount to disagreements over strategy and not a breach of the duty of fair representation. 

Conflict of interest  

 

 Complainant’s claims that the Union was impaired by a conflict of interest in that 

Cunningham “deliberately tied his own hands” by deciding not to assign Fitzpatrick her 

own union representative.  Complainant’s brief, p. 5. We again disagree. We credit 

Cunningham’s testimony that he determined that it was unnecessary to assign a union 

representative to represent a non-party witness and we think his conclusion is not 

unreasonable. Courts have recognized an inherent conflict of interest in an attorney-client 

relationship when a defendant's counsel also represents an adverse witness. Perillo v. 

Johnson, 205 F.3d 775 (5th Cir. 2000). “The relationship between a labor union and the 

bargaining unit members it represents, [however,] is substantially different than the 

attorney client relationship in that there is no inherent conflict in a union representing two 

employees with antagonistic interests.” Hartford Board of Education (Piteau), supra 

(citing Humphrey v. Moore, supra, 375 U.S. at 349-350).  

 

 Cunningham assured Complainant that despite Fitzpatrick’s union affiliation he 

was prepared to “take the grievance wherever it went”
16

 and we see no evidence in the 

record of divided loyalties.  Although the arbitration proceeding was not transcribed, the 

Union’s brief and the arbitrator’s award demonstrate that Cunningham vigorously 

attacked Fitzgerald’s motives, credibility, and conduct. Furthermore, “even where an 

improper conflict is shown to exist, proof is required that the union’s conduct 

notwithstanding the conflict caused the harm at issue.” Hartford Board of Education 

(Piteau), supra at 24 and cases cited therein. Brown found that, regardless of 

Fitzpatrick’s behavior, Complainant was culpable because she ignored more appropriate 

options for exposing what she believed to be DCF’s dishonesty in the O Family matter. 

Since Brown divorced Fitzpatrick’s conduct from her finding of just cause, we do not 

believe Complainant can satisfy the causation requirement.  

 

Motion to vacate 

 Similarly, the record does not support a finding that the Union breached its 

statutory duty by refusing to file a motion to vacate the award on public policy grounds.  

Connecticut courts “favor arbitration as a means of settling disputes…”, State v. 

AFSCME, Council 4, Local 387, AFL-CIO, 252 Conn. 467, 474 (2000), and “[e]very 

reasonable presumption and intendment will be made in favor of the award and of the 

arbitrator's acts and proceedings.” Bic Pen Corp. v. Local No. 134, United Rubber, 

Cork, Linoleum & Plastic Workers of Am., 183 Conn. 579, 585 (1981). “Accordingly, 

                                                 
16

 (Tr. 2/17/16, p. 30). 
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the public policy exception to arbitral authority … [is] narrowly construed and [a] court's 

refusal to enforce an arbitrator's interpretation of [collective bargaining agreements] is 

limited to situations where the contract as interpreted would violate some explicit public 

policy…” Town of Groton v. United Steelworkers of Am., 254 Conn. 35, 46 (2000). 

 Cunningham testified that the Union considered the merits of a motion to vacate 

the arbitration award – a fact supported by his contemporaneous email to Complainant – 

and determined that it was unlikely to succeed. We see no evidentiary basis to doubt the 

Union’s explanation. Connecticut recognizes a public policy encouraging candor in 

judicial proceedings. See e.g., Chadha v. Charlotte Hungerford Hosp., 272 Conn. 776, 

787 (2005). In the absence of an explicit arbitral finding that DCF attempted to deceive 

the court, however, we believe that the Union concluded that a court would likely find no 

violation of that policy. Brown made no such finding. 

 

Conclusion 

 Complainant is understandably disappointed by the outcome of the arbitration. 

Based on the entire record before us, however, we find that she failed to establish that the 

Union’s advocacy was infected by “hostile discrimination based on irrelevant and 

invidious considerations.” Council 4, AFSCME (Bligh), supra at 11. Nor is there any 

basis for finding that the Union acted arbitrarily or in bad faith. Bad faith is lacking 

because there is no evidence that the Union acted fraudulently or deceitfully . . . or [did] 

not act [in good faith] to further the best interests of its members.” Labbe v. Pension 

Commission, 239 Conn.168, 195 (1996). Furthermore, even if the Union arguably erred, 

we find its conduct was in no way arbitrary. Air Line Pilots Association, International v. 

O’Neill, 499 U.S. 65, 67 (1991) (“[A] union’s actions are arbitrary only if . . . [its] 

behavior is so far outside ‘a wide range of reasonableness’ as to be irrational”); see also 

Marquez v. Screen Actors Guild, Inc., 525 U.S. 33, 45-46 (1998) (“This ‘wide range of 

reasonableness’ gives the union room to make discretionary decisions and choices even if 

those judgments are ultimately wrong”). Accordingly, we dismiss the complaint against 

the Union. Since Complainant’s breach of contract claim is dependent on establishing a 

breach of the duty of fair representation, we also dismiss the complaint against the State. 

Piteau v. Bd. Of Educ. of City of Hartford, supra at 689.  

 

ORDER 
 

 By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of 

Labor Relations by the State Employee Relations Act, it is hereby  

 

 ORDERED that the complaints filed herein be, and the same hereby are 

DISMISSED.  

 

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS 
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     ______________
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     Patricia V. Low  

     Chairman  

 

     Wendella Ault Battey  

     Wendella Ault Battey  

     Board Member  

 

     Robert A. Dellapina  

     Robert A. Dellapina  

     Alternate Board Member 

                                                 
17

 Patricia V. Low attended the hearings in this case but did not participate in deliberations and passed away 

before the issuance of this decision.   
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JOAN O’ROURKE v. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR ET AL.

(AC 43519)

Alvord, Prescott and DiPentima, Js.

Syllabus

The plaintiff, a former employee of the defendant Department of Children

and Families (department), appealed to this court from the judgment

of the trial court dismissing her administrative appeal from the decision

of the defendant Department of Labor, State Board of Labor Relations,

concluding that she had failed to establish that the defendant union had

breached its duty of fair representation during arbitration proceedings

with the department regarding whether the department had just cause

to terminate the plaintiff’s employment. In her position with the depart-

ment, the plaintiff investigated allegations of child abuse and neglect.

After completing an investigation of a particular case involving a moth-

er’s alleged neglect of her two children, the plaintiff submitted to her

supervisor, F, a draft investigative report, which concluded that, with

respect to one of the children, the allegation was not substantiated. F

disagreed with various parts of the draft report and made various

changes in the final draft of that report to address her concerns. On

the basis of the information included in the final report, the department

filed an application for an ex parte order of temporary custody. The

plaintiff, believing that the final report contained false and misleading

information and omitted certain exculpatory information, and without

notifying or obtaining permission from the department, sent a copy of

the draft report to the attorney who represented the mother in the

order of temporary custody proceedings. Thereafter, a human resources

specialist for the department initiated an investigation of the plaintiff

relating to her disclosure of the confidential, draft report. He determined

that she had violated various department policies, a state statute ((Supp.

2010) § 17a-28), and a state regulation (§ 5-240-1a (c)), and the depart-

ment terminated her employment. The union filed a grievance on behalf

of the plaintiff, claiming that the department had terminated her employ-

ment without just cause in violation of the applicable collective bar-

gaining agreement. C, an agent of the union, represented the plaintiff

in the proceedings related to her grievance. After a hearing officer

dismissed the grievance, the union requested review by an arbitrator.

At the conclusion of the arbitration proceedings, the arbitrator dismissed

the grievance, and the plaintiff filed a complaint with the board against

both the department and the union. The board dismissed the action, and

the plaintiff appealed to the trial court, which dismissed her appeal. Held:

1. This court declined to review the plaintiff’s unpreserved claim that the

union breached its duty of fair representation by failing to argue to the

arbitrator that the plaintiff was required to release the draft report

pursuant to (Supp. 2010) § 17a-28 (f) and (m): the plaintiff conceded

that she did not raise her argument concerning the applicability of the

statute to the board; moreover, the mere fact that the arbitrator, the

board, and the union were aware that (Supp. 2010) § 17a-28 existed

was insufficient to establish that the plaintiff distinctly or precisely

articulated to the board why the statute was applicable or how it obli-

gated the plaintiff to release the draft report.

2. The plaintiff failed to meet her burden of demonstrating that the board

had acted unreasonably, arbitrarily, illegally or in abuse of its discretion

in determining that the union had not acted arbitrarily or in bad faith

in its representation of the plaintiff by failing to argue that In re Lindsey

P. (49 Conn. Supp. 132) required the plaintiff to disclose the draft report:

it was unclear whether the directive issued by the trial court in In re

Lindsey P. applied outside of that case and to conclude that C had

acted arbitrarily or in bad faith by failing to present such a legal argument

would impose a duty on the union greater than that of fair representation;

moreover, even if the directive set forth in In re Lindsey P. did apply

outside of that case, it arguably was inapplicable to the plaintiff in the

present case, as it instructed the department, rather than individual

social workers, to include information that was exculpatory or favorable



to the parents in its application for an ex parte order of temporary

custody; furthermore, the trial court properly determined that substan-

tial evidence supported the factual finding of the board that C had

argued to the arbitrator that the draft report contained exculpatory

information, as he brought to the attention of the arbitrator the differ-

ences between the draft and final reports.

Argued December 1, 2021—officially released March 1, 2022

Procedural History

Appeal from the decision of the named defendant

dismissing the plaintiff’s complaint challenging the ter-

mination of her employment by the defendant Depart-

ment of Children and Families and alleging that the

defendant AFSCME, AFL-CIO, Council 4, Local 2663

breached its duty of fair representation, brought to the

Superior Court in the judicial district of New Britain

and tried to the court, Cordani, J.; judgment dismissing

the appeal, from which the plaintiff appealed to this

court. Affirmed.

Austin Berescik-Johns, for the appellant (plaintiff).

Frank N. Cassetta, general counsel, with whom was

J. Brian Meskill, assistant general counsel, for the

appellee (named defendant).

Richard T. Sponzo, assistant attorney general, for

the appellee (defendant Department of Children and
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Opinion

PRESCOTT, J. In this administrative appeal, the plain-

tiff, Joan O’Rourke, appeals from the decision of the

Superior Court, affirming the dismissal of her hybrid

action1 against the defendant AFSCME, AFL-CIO, Coun-

cil 4, Local 2663 (union) and the defendant Department

of Children and Families (department) by the Depart-

ment of Labor, State Board of Labor Relations (board),

a codefendant in this case. Following the termination

of the plaintiff’s employment with the department, the

union filed a grievance on her behalf and represented

her in an arbitration proceeding. After the arbitrator

determined that the department had just cause to termi-

nate the plaintiff’s employment, the plaintiff filed a com-

plaint with the board and, ultimately, appealed the deci-

sion of the board to the Superior Court. On appeal,

the plaintiff claims that the Superior Court improperly

determined that substantial evidence supported the

findings of the board and that the board reasonably

concluded that the plaintiff had failed to establish that

the union breached its duty of fair representation. The

plaintiff specifically contends that the union breached

its duty of fair representation because it failed to make

two particular legal arguments to the arbitrator. We

affirm the decision of the Superior Court.

The following facts, which the board found, and pro-

cedural history are relevant to our resolution of the

present appeal. The union represents a bargaining unit

composed of department employees, including social

workers and social work supervisors. In 2004, the

department hired the plaintiff as a social work trainee

and, in 2006, promoted her to the position of full-time

social worker.

In 2009, the plaintiff became an investigative social

worker for the department.2 In this position, the plaintiff

investigated allegations of child abuse and neglect to

determine whether there was evidence to substantiate

the allegations. Generally, after being assigned a case,

the plaintiff would review the family’s prior history with

the department, conduct home visits, review relevant

records, and conduct interviews with individuals,

including the children, their parents, other family mem-

bers, witnesses, health care providers, counselors,

school staff, and law enforcement officials. The plaintiff

would document her investigation and her conclusions

concerning the safety of the children in a draft investiga-

tive report.3 Once she completed her investigation, the

plaintiff would submit electronically her draft investiga-

tive report to her supervisor for approval. If her supervi-

sor determined that the investigative report required

additional information, the supervisor either would add

the additional information or request that the plaintiff

make the necessary changes.

In March, 2011, Sandra Fitzpatrick, a social work



supervisor for the department, became the immediate

supervisor of the plaintiff. In the following two months,

the department received reports that alleged that a

mother of two children was neglecting them. Specifi-

cally, according to the allegations, the mother had

refused to take her son to outpatient therapy sessions

or to have her son evaluated by a psychiatrist, which

evaluation the son needed in order to attend school.

Further, the mother allegedly had prevented her daugh-

ter from attending school. Fitzpatrick assigned the

plaintiff to investigate the allegations, and, following

the completion of her investigation, the plaintiff submit-

ted to Fitzpatrick a thirty page, draft investigative

report.

In the draft report, the plaintiff concluded that the

allegation of educational neglect of the son was not

substantiated.4 According to the plaintiff, a school psy-

chologist who had examined the son determined that

‘‘ ‘[the son] [wa]s [psychotic] because he [was] hear[ing]

voices,’ ’’ but a clinician who had evaluated the son did

not observe that the son had experienced any such

auditory hallucinations. According to the plaintiff, after

the son was hospitalized in connection with concerns

about his mental health, administrators from his school

would not allow him to return to school until he under-

went a psychiatric evaluation. The plaintiff reported

that, although the son had not received a psychiatric

evaluation and, thus, had not returned to school, the

school nonetheless had excused his absences. She thus

determined that the mother and the school administra-

tors simply were ‘‘at odds’’ with respect to the needs

of the son. The plaintiff recommended that the case be

transferred to another unit within the department and

that further support be provided to the family.

Fitzpatrick reviewed the draft investigative report

and disagreed with various parts of it. For example,

Fitzpatrick contended that a clinician, not school

administrators, recommended that the son be evaluated

by a psychiatrist before returning to school. Fitzpatrick

made changes to the draft investigative report to

address her concerns, including removing a reference

to the fact that the clinician who had evaluated the son

did not observe that the child was ‘‘hear[ing] voices’’

and editing the report to reflect that the clinician, not

school administrators, had directed that the son be eval-

uated by a psychiatrist before he returned to school.

Fitzpatrick also added that the clinician had ‘‘wanted

to admit’’ the son to the hospital but that his ‘‘mother

[had] refused,’’ notwithstanding the fact that the son

was ‘‘hearing voices and . . . [expressed] at [the] hos-

pital that he wanted to kill himself . . . .’’ The final

version of the report incorporated the changes that

Fitzpatrick had made. Fitzpatrick subsequently

removed the plaintiff from investigating the case and

reassigned the case to another social worker.



In light of the information in the final investigative

report, the department filed an application for an ex

parte order of temporary custody (OTC) of both chil-

dren. When the plaintiff became aware that the depart-

ment had filed the application for an OTC, she felt

‘‘troubled . . . .’’ The plaintiff believed that the final

investigative report and the documents related to the

application, both of which she had reviewed, contained

false and misleading information that did not represent

accurately the circumstances surrounding the family.

The plaintiff submitted a complaint to Vannessa Doran-

tes, an office director for the department, in which the

plaintiff insisted that Fitzpatrick had removed ‘‘exculpa-

tory information’’ or, in her words, information ‘‘ ‘that

. . . tend[ed] to [demonstrate] the innocence of’ ’’ the

mother, which the plaintiff intentionally had included

in the draft investigative report. The plaintiff contended

that the documents that the department filed in conjunc-

tion with its application for an OTC likewise omitted

the ‘‘exculpatory’’ information that she had included in

the draft investigative report. The plaintiff maintained

that Fitzpatrick had mishandled the investigation and

had mischaracterized the facts of the case in the final

investigative report.

The plaintiff also sent a copy of her draft investigative

report to assistant attorney general Cynthia Mahon,

who represented the department in the proceedings on

the application for an OTC. Mahon compared the draft

and final investigative reports, ultimately disagreed

with the plaintiff that the final investigative report omit-

ted ‘‘ ‘salient exculpatory information’ ’’ that the plain-

tiff had included in the draft investigative report, and

concluded that the final investigative report correctly

represented the relevant facts of the case. The depart-

ment then proceeded with its filing of an application

for an ex parte OTC of the children.

On June 23, 2011, without notifying or obtaining per-

mission from the department, the plaintiff sent a copy

of the confidential,5 draft investigative report to the

attorney who represented the mother in the OTC pro-

ceedings. At a hearing concerning the application for

an OTC that same day, counsel for the mother brought

the draft investigative report to the attention of the

court, and the department agreed to withdraw the appli-

cation for an OTC of the daughter,6 so long as the mother

abided by certain conditions, including bringing her

daughter to therapy sessions. On the following day,

however, the department filed a second application for

an OTC of the daughter after the department received

allegations of sexual abuse of the daughter.

Tyrone Mellon, a principal human resources special-

ist for the department, subsequently initiated an investi-

gation of the plaintiff regarding her disclosure of the

confidential, draft investigative report. As part of his

investigation, Mellon searched the plaintiff’s work com-



puter and her e-mail communications. He uncovered

that, between March, 2006, and September, 2010, the

plaintiff had sent nine e-mails, which contained confi-

dential department information, to her then husband,

who was not an employee of the department. Addition-

ally, the department received a report that, in May, 2011,

the plaintiff had left a five year old child unattended in

a car while transporting children to foster homes on

behalf of the department. The plaintiff admitted to Mel-

lon that she had sent the draft investigative report to

counsel for the mother without authorization from the

department, e-mailed confidential information to a non-

employee on nine occasions, and left the five year old

child unattended in a car. At the conclusion of his inves-

tigation, Mellon determined that, in his opinion, the

plaintiff had violated various department policies, a

state statute, and a state regulation.7

On November 17, 2011, Dorantes notified the plaintiff

by letter that, effective November 29, 2011, her employ-

ment with the department would be terminated. Doran-

tes provided as grounds for the termination that the

plaintiff had released the confidential, draft investiga-

tive report without authorization from the commis-

sioner of the department or her designee, had sent via

e-mail confidential department information to a nonem-

ployee, and had left a child, who was in the care of the

department, unattended in a car.

The union filed a grievance on behalf of the plaintiff,

claiming that the department had terminated her

employment without just cause in violation of the appli-

cable collective bargaining agreement.8 Neal Cunning-

ham, an agent of the union, represented the plaintiff in

the proceedings related to her grievance. The state

office of labor relations convened a step two grievance

hearing, and a hearing officer dismissed the grievance,

concluding that the department had just cause to termi-

nate the plaintiff’s employment. The union requested

review by an arbitrator of the dismissal of the grievance,

and an arbitration proceeding took place over several

nonconsecutive days in May through August, 2012.

Cunningham, in his capacity as a union agent, repre-

sented the plaintiff during the arbitration proceeding.

Cunningham called witnesses, including the plaintiff, to

testify on her behalf and cross-examined the witnesses

called by the department. Following the conclusion of

the arbitration hearing, Cunningham submitted a brief

to the arbitrator on behalf of the plaintiff, in which

he argued that the department lacked just cause to

terminate her employment.

The arbitrator dismissed the grievance. The arbitrator

determined that the department had just cause to termi-

nate the plaintiff’s employment based solely on her

unauthorized disclosure of the confidential, draft

investigative report to counsel for the mother.9 The

arbitrator acknowledged that the plaintiff believed that



the only way she could remediate what she understood

to be ‘‘false’’ representations in the final investigative

report ‘‘was to [release] confidential [department]

records’’ to counsel for the mother without first

obtaining permission from the department. The arbitra-

tor, however, disagreed with the plaintiff that she had

the right to release the draft investigative report under

the circumstances. The arbitrator stated that the plain-

tiff could have addressed her concerns in a way that

would not have violated various confidentiality rules,

such as testifying about the case in court.10

Following the issuance of the arbitration award, the

plaintiff filed a complaint with the board against the

union and the department. The plaintiff alleged in her

complaint to the board a hybrid claim that the union

violated the Collective Bargaining for State Employees

Act (act), General Statutes § 5-270 et seq., by breaching

its duty of fair representation during the arbitration

proceeding and that the department violated the act by

terminating her employment without just cause. The

plaintiff argued, inter alia, that the union had breached

its duty of fair representation by failing to emphasize

certain arguments to the arbitrator—namely, that Fitz-

patrick had ‘‘lied’’ in the final investigative report and

had ‘‘targeted’’ the plaintiff—and by mischaracterizing

or omitting facts and arguments in the postarbitration

brief it filed on her behalf. The plaintiff contended that

the department had terminated her employment with-

out just cause and that, had the union fairly represented

her during the arbitration proceeding, she would have

been reinstated to her position of employment with

the department. The board held a series of hearings

between April, 2014, and February, 2018, and, following

the conclusion of the hearings, received posthearing

briefs from the parties.

In a memorandum of decision dated September 6,

2018, the board dismissed the hybrid action. The board

rejected each of the arguments that the plaintiff raised

and concluded that the plaintiff had failed to establish

that the union breached its duty of fair representation.

The board noted that, because the plaintiff admitted

that she had committed each instance of conduct for

which she was terminated, the union reasonably

focused its argument to the arbitrator on attacking

whether the department had just cause to terminate

her in light of her undisputed conduct or, instead,

should have imposed some other form of lesser disci-

pline. The board acknowledged that the union specifi-

cally emphasized to the arbitrator that the final investi-

gative report contained ‘‘ ‘inaccuracies’ ’’ and omitted

information that the plaintiff believed to be ‘‘ ‘exculpa-

tory,’ ’’ which, in the view of the plaintiff, triggered her

right or duty to release the draft investigative report.

The board found that the union had stressed to the

arbitrator that the plaintiff had raised her concerns to

the department and Mahon and, when the department



and Mahon took no action to address them, that the

plaintiff felt that she had no choice but to release the

draft investigative report. Although the board acknowl-

edged that the union did not ‘‘highlight every’’ difference

between the draft and final investigative reports to the

arbitrator, it determined that the union had underscored

to the arbitrator the changes that the plaintiff believed

to be significant.

The board determined that the plaintiff did not meet

her burden of establishing that the union breached its

duty of fair representation. Although the board noted

that the plaintiff was ‘‘dissatisf[ied] with the union’s

strategy and tactics,’’ the board concluded that Cun-

ningham ‘‘made legitimate tactical and strategic choices

as expected of a union advocate’’ and that the union

did not, as the plaintiff contended, act arbitrarily, dis-

criminatorily, or in bad faith in its representation of her.

The plaintiff appealed the decision of the board to

the Superior Court, and the court ultimately dismissed

her appeal. The court determined that substantial evi-

dence supported the findings of the board. The court

determined that the board reasonably concluded that

the plaintiff had failed to establish that the union

breached its duty of fair representation. This appeal

followed. Additional procedural history will be set forth

as necessary.

On appeal to this court, the plaintiff claims that the

Superior Court improperly determined that substantial

evidence supported the findings of the board and that

the board reasonably concluded that the plaintiff had

failed to establish that the union breached its duty of

fair representation. In connection with her sole claim on

appeal,11 the plaintiff advances two related arguments.

First, she argues that the union acted arbitrarily, dis-

criminatorily, or in bad faith by failing to argue to the

arbitrator that she was required by statute to release

the draft investigative report to counsel for the mother.

Second, she asserts that the union acted arbitrarily or

in bad faith by failing to argue to the arbitrator that,

under In re Lindsey P., 49 Conn. Supp. 132, 864 A.2d

888 (2004) (Lindsey P.), she was required to release

the draft investigative report to counsel for the mother

because Fitzpatrick removed from the final investiga-

tive report ‘‘exculpatory’’ information that the plaintiff

had included in the draft investigative report.

We begin our analysis by setting forth the well estab-

lished standard governing our review of this claim.

‘‘[J]udicial review of an administrative agency’s action

is governed by the Uniform Administrative Procedure

Act (UAPA), General Statutes § 4-166 et seq., and the

scope of that review is limited. . . . When reviewing

the trial court’s decision, we seek to determine whether

it comports with the [UAPA]. . . . [R]eview of an

administrative agency decision requires a court to deter-

mine whether there is substantial evidence in the admin-



istrative record to support the agency’s findings of basic

fact and whether the conclusions drawn from those

facts are reasonable. . . . Neither this court nor the

trial court may retry the case or substitute its own

judgment for that of the administrative agency on the

weight of the evidence or questions of fact. . . . Con-

clusions of law reached by the administrative agency

must stand if . . . they resulted from a correct applica-

tion of the law to the facts found and could reasonably

and logically follow from such facts. . . . The court’s

ultimate duty is only to decide whether, in light of the

evidence, the [agency] has acted unreasonably, arbi-

trarily, illegally, or in abuse of [its] discretion.’’ (Internal

quotation marks omitted.) AFSCME, AFL-CIO, Council

4, Local 2405 v. Norwalk, 156 Conn. App. 79, 85–86,

113 A.3d 430 (2015).

Before we turn to the law that governs the plaintiff’s

claim, we emphasize that, pursuant to statute, records,

defined as ‘‘information created or obtained in connec-

tion with the department’s child protection activities

or activities related to a child while in the care or cus-

tody of the department’’; General Statutes (Supp. 2010)

§ 17a-28 (a) (5); that are maintained by the department

are ‘‘confidential’’ and generally ‘‘shall not be disclosed’’

in the absence of ‘‘written consent’’ from the individual

about which the record is written, his parent, or his

authorized representative.12 General Statutes (Supp.

2010) § 17a-28 (a) (1) and (b). Accordingly, the draft

investigative reports prepared by the plaintiff were

‘‘confidential’’ records. General Statutes (Supp. 2010)

§ 17a-28 (b). Only the ‘‘commissioner or the commis-

sioner’s designee . . . [was authorized by statute to]

provide copies of [these confidential] records, without

. . . consent . . . to . . . (9) a party in a custody pro-

ceeding under section 17a-112 or 46b-129, in the Supe-

rior Court where such records concern[ed] a child who

[wa]s the subject of the proceeding or the parent of

such child . . . .’’ General Statutes (Supp. 2010) § 17a-

28 (f).

We next turn to the applicable law that governs a

claim of breach of the duty of fair representation by a

union. General Statutes § 5-271 (d) provides in relevant

part: ‘‘When an employee organization has been desig-

nated . . . as the exclusive representative of employ-

ees in an appropriate unit, it shall have a duty of fair

representation to the members of that unit.’’ ‘‘This duty

of fair representation derives from the union’s status

as the sole bargaining representative for its members.

As such, the union has the exclusive right and obligation

to act for its members and to represent their interests.’’

Labbe v. Pension Commission, 239 Conn. 168, 193,

682 A.2d 490 (1996). ‘‘The duty of fair representation

requires the union to serve the interests of all members

without hostility or discrimination toward any, to exer-

cise its discretion in complete good faith and honesty,

and to avoid arbitrary conduct.’’ (Internal quotation



marks omitted.) Piteau v. Board of Education, 300

Conn. 667, 674 n.7, 15 A.3d 1067 (2011). ‘‘Employee

organizations or their agents are prohibited from . . .

(4) breaching their duty of fair representation . . . .’’

General Statutes § 5-272 (b). Consequently, ‘‘[a] union

must represent its members in good faith.’’ (Internal

quotation marks omitted.) Piteau v. Board of Educa-

tion, supra, 674 n.7.

We note that neither our jurisprudence nor the appli-

cable statutory scheme imposes on agents of a union,

in the representation of bargaining unit members, a

duty beyond the duty of fair representation. See id., 674

n.7, 677 n.12; see also General Statutes § 5-271. It is

therefore axiomatic that union agents, in the represen-

tation of bargaining unit members, are not obligated

to, for example, exercise the same degree of skill as

lawyers in their representation of clients. See, e.g.,

Updike, Kelly & Spellacy, P.C. v. Beckett, 269 Conn.

613, 649, 850 A.2d 145 (2004) (discussing legal malprac-

tice and requiring lawyers to ‘‘exercise that degree of

skill and learning commonly applied under all the cir-

cumstances in the community by the average prudent

reputable member of the [legal] profession’’ (internal

quotation marks omitted)). Put differently, and as the

United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit has

explained, ‘‘union agents are not lawyers,13 and as a

general proposition, cannot be held to the same stan-

dard as that of licensed professionals.’’ (Footnote

added.) Garrison v. Cassens Transport Co., 334 F.3d

528, 539 (6th Cir. 2003), cert. denied, 540 U.S. 1179, 124

S. Ct. 1413, 158 L. Ed. 2d 80 (2004).

‘‘The standard for a claim of breach of duty of fair

representation is well established.’’ Council 4,

AFSCME, AFL-CIO v. State Board of Labor Relations,

111 Conn. App. 666, 673, 961 A.2d 451 (2008), cert.

denied, 291 Conn. 901, 967 A.2d 112 (2009). ‘‘A union

breaches th[e] duty [of fair representation] if it acts

arbitrarily, discriminatorily or in bad faith.’’ (Internal

quotation marks omitted.) Piteau v. Board of Educa-

tion, supra, 300 Conn. 674 n.7. The plaintiff has ‘‘the

burden of demonstrating breach of [the] duty [of fair

representation] by the [u]nion.’’ (Internal quotation

marks omitted.) Id., 677 n.12.

‘‘[A] union’s actions are arbitrary only if, in light of

the factual and legal landscape at the time of the union’s

actions, the union’s behavior is so far outside a wide

range of reasonableness . . . as to be irrational.’’

(Internal quotation marks omitted.) Labbe v. Pension

Commission, supra, 239 Conn. 195. For example, ‘‘[a]

union may not arbitrarily ignore a meritorious grievance

or process it in a perfunctory fashion . . . .’’ (Internal

quotation marks omitted.) Tedesco v. Stamford, 222

Conn. 233, 248, 610 A.2d 574 (1992); see also Vaca v.

Sipes, 386 U.S. 171, 191, 87 S. Ct. 903, 17 L. Ed. 2d 842

(1967). Our Supreme Court has explained that, although



a union does not ‘‘have unfettered discretion when

deciding whether to take [an employee’s meritorious]

grievance to arbitration’’; (emphasis added) Tedesco v.

Stamford, supra, 247; it properly may exercise, in good

faith, its ‘‘discretion . . . to [determine] which griev-

ances [are meritorious and thus should be] submit[ted]

to arbitration’’ on behalf of the employee. (Emphasis

added.) Id., 248.

‘‘[A] union’s actions are in bad faith if the union acts

fraudulently or deceitfully . . . or does not act to fur-

ther the best interests of its members.’’ (Citation omit-

ted.) Labbe v. Pension Commission, supra, 239 Conn.

195. For example, our Supreme Court has observed

that, when a union ‘‘deliberately misrepresent[ed] to

employees . . . [that the] rights [that were] guaranteed

[to them] under [a] collective bargaining agreement

[had changed, the union had] violat[ed] [its] duty of

fair representation . . . .’’ (Emphasis added; internal

quotation marks omitted.) Id., 197; see also Lewis v.

Tuscan Dairy Farms, Inc., 25 F.3d 1138, 1143 (2d Cir.

1994). By contrast, if there is no evidence that the

union acted fraudulently or intentionally to deceive an

employee, it cannot be said that the union acted in bad

faith. See Labbe v. Pension Commission, supra, 196–97.

For instance, ‘‘[a] breach [by a union agent] of the

[union] bylaws alone, unaccompanied by proof of mali-

cious intent, hostility, discrimination, dishonesty or

fraud is insufficient to prove bad faith.’’ Id., 198 n.17.

I

The plaintiff first contends that the court improperly

determined that the board reasonably concluded that

the union did not breach its duty of fair representation

because the union acted arbitrarily, discriminatorily, or

in bad faith by failing to argue to the arbitrator that she

was required to release the draft investigative report

by General Statutes (Supp. 2010) § 17a-28 (f) (9) and

(m).14 Although the plaintiff did not raise this argument

before the board, as she acknowledged during oral argu-

ment to this court, or before the Superior Court, the

plaintiff maintains that this court nonetheless may con-

sider the merits of the argument. Specifically, the plain-

tiff contends that, because the department cited Gen-

eral Statutes (Supp. 2010) § 17a-28 as a basis for the

termination of her employment, the arbitrator refer-

enced the statute in its award, and the union submitted

the statute to the board as an exhibit, her argument is

preserved. We are not persuaded.

‘‘Our appellate courts, as a general practice, will not

review claims made for the first time on appeal.’’ White

v. Mazda Motor of America, Inc., 313 Conn. 610, 619,

99 A.3d 1079 (2014). ‘‘This rule applies to appeals from

administrative proceedings . . . .’’ Ferraro v. Ridge-

field European Motors, Inc., 313 Conn. 735, 759, 99 A.3d

1114 (2014). ‘‘A party to an administrative proceeding

cannot be allowed to participate fully at hearings and



then, on appeal, raise claims that were not asserted

before the board.’’ Dragan v. Connecticut Medical

Examining Board, 223 Conn. 618, 632, 613 A.2d 739

(1992). Thus, ‘‘[t]he failure to raise [a] claim . . . at

the time of the [administrative] hearing precludes [a

party] from raising the issue on appeal.’’ Berka v. Mid-

dletown, 205 Conn. App. 213, 218, 257 A.3d 384, cert.

denied, 337 Conn. 910, 253 A.3d 44 (2021), cert. denied,

U.S. , 142 S. Ct. 351, 211 L. Ed. 2d 186 (2021).

Our Supreme Court has explained that, within the

context of administrative appeals, appellate courts

‘‘shall not be bound to consider a claim unless it was

distinctly raised at the [administrative hearing] or arose

subsequent to the [hearing]. . . . Indeed, it is the appel-

lant’s responsibility to present such a claim clearly to

the [administrative board] so that the [board] may con-

sider it and, if it is meritorious, take appropriate action.’’

(Emphasis added; internal quotation marks omitted.)

Ferraro v. Ridgefield European Motors, Inc., supra, 313

Conn. 758–59. ‘‘The requirement that [a] claim be raised

distinctly means that it must be so stated as to bring

to the attention of the court the precise matter on which

its decision is being asked.’’ (Emphasis in original; inter-

nal quotation marks omitted.) White v. Mazda Motor

of America, Inc., supra, 313 Conn. 620; see also Com-

missioner of Mental Health & Addiction Services v.

Saeedi, 143 Conn. App. 839, 855–56, 71 A.3d 619 (2013)

(setting forth same principle in administrative appeal

and applying it to claim that was not distinctly raised

before administrative board).

In the present case, a review of the transcripts from

the board hearings and the posthearing briefs that the

plaintiff submitted to the board reveal, and the plaintiff

has conceded, that she did not raise before the board

that the union breached its duty of fair representation by

failing to argue to the arbitrator that she was required

to release the draft investigative report by General Stat-

utes (Supp. 2010) § 17a-28 (f) (9) and (m). Because the

record demonstrates that the plaintiff neither distinctly

nor precisely articulated her argument concerning the

applicability of the statute to the board; see White v.

Mazda Motor of America, Inc., supra, 313 Conn. 620;

see also Commissioner of Mental Health & Addiction

Services v. Saeedi, supra, 143 Conn. App. 855–56; her

reliance on the arbitrator’s, the board’s, and the union’s

general awareness of General Statutes (Supp. 2010)

§ 17a-28 is misplaced. The mere fact that the arbitrator,

the board, and the union were aware that the statute

existed is insufficient to establish that the plaintiff dis-

tinctly or precisely articulated to the board why the

statute was applicable in the present case or how the

statute obligated the plaintiff to release the draft invest-

igative report. Accordingly, we conclude that the issue

was not preserved adequately for appellate review, and

we decline to review it.15



II

The plaintiff next argues that the court improperly

determined that the board reasonably concluded that

the union did not breach its duty of fair representation

because the union acted arbitrarily or in bad faith by

failing to argue to the arbitrator that, in accordance

with In re Lindsey P., supra, 49 Conn. Supp. 132, the

plaintiff was required to release the draft investigative

report to the court and counsel for the mother because

the final investigative report improperly omitted infor-

mation that was exculpatory and favorable to the

mother.16 The plaintiff specifically asserts that the union

should have argued to the arbitrator that the Superior

Court in Lindsey P. mandated the department to

include in any application for an ex parte OTC all infor-

mation that is exculpatory or favorable to the respon-

dents. The plaintiff also argues that the decision in

Lindsey P. obligated the plaintiff to turn over the draft

investigative report because the court in that case had

admonished a social worker for omitting from an affida-

vit certain information that was favorable to the respon-

dent and directed the department to turn over informa-

tion that was exculpatory or favorable to the respondent.

In connection with this argument, the plaintiff also con-

tends that the union did not emphasize sufficiently to

the arbitrator that the draft investigative report con-

tained exculpatory information that Fitzpatrick omitted

from the final investigative report, such that, under

Lindsey P., she was obligated to turn over the draft

investigative report.

We begin our analysis with a brief overview of the

decision of the Superior Court in Lindsey P. In that

case, the department filed an ex parte OTC application,

based on the alleged physical abuse of a child by her

father. Id., 132–33. In conjunction with its application

for the ex parte order, the department submitted an

affidavit from a social worker. Id., 133. The affidavit

averred that the child had sustained a fractured clavicle

as a result of the physical abuse inflicted on her by her

father and, in light of her injuries and prior, unrelated

instances of abuse of the other children of the father,

the child was in immediate physical danger. Id. The

social worker also represented in the affidavit that the

child had been physically examined by a specific doctor

in connection with her injuries. Id. The department and

the father later presented to the court, Lopez, J., an

agreement under which, inter alia, the father would

enter a plea of nolo contendere to the underlying neglect

petition and the court would enter a dispositional order

of protective supervision for a limited time period.

Id., 132–33.

Before it accepted the agreement, the court requested

that the doctor who the social worker had identified in

the affidavit testify concerning the extent of the child’s

injuries. Id., 133. The doctor testified, contrary to the



representations that the social worker had made in the

affidavit, that he had not physically examined the child;

he merely had reviewed the medical reports that the

department had provided to him. Id., 134. The doctor

also testified, consistent with the report he had pre-

pared, that the injuries could have been inflicted on the

child ‘‘ ‘accidental[ly]’ ’’ and that he recommended that

the father be enrolled in parenting classes. Id., 133–34.

The affidavit accompanying the OTC application did

not include the opinion of the doctor that the injuries

could have been accidental or his recommendation that

the father be enrolled in parenting classes. Id., 134. The

social worker also failed to include in her affidavit the

conclusion of the child’s pediatrician that the injuries

to the child did not necessarily result from physical

force but, instead, could have resulted from the child

falling out of her bed. Id., 134–35, 145.

The court held a series of hearings to determine

whether it would hold the department in contempt for

failing to provide accurate information to the court

when it initially had filed its application for the ex

parte OTC of the child. Id., 134–35. The court ultimately

decided not to hold the department in contempt. Id.,

149. The court, however, stated that the social worker

had included in the sworn affidavit ‘‘misleading and

inaccurate statements,’’ which she knew to be ‘‘[un]true

and [in]accurate,’’ in order to ‘‘mislead the court into

believing that [the child] was in immediate physical

danger’’ in the custody of her father. Id., 146, 148–49.

The court ‘‘[found] the conduct of the department, or

its employees, to be . . . outrageous and insensitive’’;

id., 149; and, in turn, stated that it would employ its

‘‘inherent supervisory authority . . . [to] deter similar

conduct by the department in the future.’’ Id., 152. The

court thus stated: ‘‘The department is therefore

directed, when presenting an application for an ex parte

order of temporary custody, to include in its materials

all information which is exculpatory or favorable to the

parents or guardians.’’ (Emphasis added.) Id., 153. The

court additionally ordered the supervisors and adminis-

trators of the unit of the department in which the social

worker worked to appear before the court and address

the steps that the unit had taken to prevent similar

misrepresentations from being made to the court in the

future. Id.

In assessing whether the union breached its duty of

fair representation by failing to argue to the arbitrator

that Lindsey P. required the plaintiff to disclose the

draft report, we emphasize that it is entirely unclear,

as a matter of law, whether the directive set forth in

Lindsey P. applies outside of that case.17 Indeed, a split

of authority among the Superior Courts exists as to

whether the directive issued in Lindsey P. binds the

department in all cases that it brings.18 At least one

other Superior Court has determined that the directive

set forth in Lindsey P. does not apply outside of that



case. See In re Heather F., Superior Court, judicial

district of Middlesex, Docket No. L-15-CP-08008515-A

(November 12, 2008). In In re Heather F., a father filed

a motion for contempt against the department, alleging

that, when the department filed an affidavit from a

social worker in conjunction with an application for an

ex parte OTC of his child, the department had failed

to comply with the directive set forth in Lindsey P. Id.

Specifically, the father alleged that the social worker

excluded from the affidavit information that was excul-

patory or favorable to him. See id.

The court, Bear, J., determined that the father had

failed to establish that the directive set forth by Judge

Lopez applied in cases outside of Lindsey P. See id.

Judge Bear specifically noted that ‘‘the court in Lindsey

P. seem[ed] to have give[n] authoritative instructions

to [the department].’’ (Internal quotation marks omit-

ted.) Id. Because the court in Lindsey P., however, had

‘‘used the word ‘directed’ instead of the word ‘ordered’ ’’

in its instruction to the department to turn over the

exculpatory or favorable information; id.; Judge Bear

presumed that Judge Lopez did not order the depart-

ment to include, under penalty of contempt, all exculpa-

tory or favorable information to the parents or guard-

ians in its future applications for ex parte orders of

temporary custody. See id. The court in In re Heather

F. additionally stated that, if a social worker failed to

include in an application for an ex parte OTC ‘‘any,

some or all . . . relevant exculpatory or favorable

material’’ to the parents, that information ‘‘[could] and

mostly like [would] be raised at a contested hearing’’

concerning the application and would inform the ruling

of the court on the application. Id.

In the present case, the plaintiff contends that the

union breached its duty of fair representation because

it failed to argue to the arbitrator that the directive in

Lindsey P. required her to disclose the draft investiga-

tive report in the manner that she did. As we have

emphasized, whether the directive applies outside of

Lindsey P. is subject to serious debate. The plaintiff

does not point us to any authority to support the propo-

sition that the failure of a union to argue that a directive

set forth in a Superior Court case, which neither our

appellate courts nor, uniformly, our Superior Courts

have adopted, required her to act in the present case

constitutes arbitrary action or action in bad faith. As

we have explained, union agents are not lawyers. Cun-

ningham, in his capacity as a union agent, was not

obligated to exercise the degree of skill that a lawyer

must exercise when representing a client, so long as

he did not act arbitrarily, discriminatorily, or in bad

faith. See Piteau v. Board of Education, supra, 300

Conn. 674 n.7. To conclude that Cunningham acted arbi-

trarily or in bad faith because he failed to present to

the arbitrator this legal argument would be to impose

on the union a duty greater than its duty of fair represen-



tation.

Additionally, although the plaintiff appears to argue

that the court’s directive in Lindsey P. obligated social

workers, such as herself, to turn over to the court and

the parents any information that is ‘‘ ‘exculpatory’ ’’ or

favorable to the parents, the plaintiff fails to identify

any such directive. We acknowledge that the court in

Lindsey P. admonished the social worker for excluding

from a ‘‘ ‘subscribed and sworn’ ’’ affidavit; In re Lind-

sey P., supra, 49 Conn. Supp. 139, 146; clearly relevant

and favorable information to the father. See id., 148–49.

The court, however, did not indicate that the social

worker, personally, had an obligation to turn over to

the court and the father any information that was excul-

patory and favorable to the father. See id., 153. Rather,

the court directed that the department must ensure

that its initial application for an ex parte OTC includes

the exculpatory and favorable information. Id. The

court additionally required the supervisors of the social

worker—not the social worker, personally—to appear

before the court to address the remedial efforts that the

unit had implemented to assure that misrepresentations

would not be made to the court in the future. Id.

Because the court in Lindsey P. instructed the

department to include in its application information

that was exculpatory and favorable to the father; see

id.; the court’s directive arguably was inapplicable to

the plaintiff, personally, and did not require or authorize

her to send the draft investigative report to counsel

for the mother. The plaintiff does not point us to any

authority to support the proposition that the failure of

a union to formulate a legal argument that misconstrues

the case on which it relies constitutes arbitrary action

or action in bad faith. Accordingly, we cannot conclude

that the board acted unreasonably, arbitrarily, illegally,

or in abuse of its discretion by concluding that the

union did not breach its duty of fair representation

because it failed to argue to the arbitrator that the

directive in Lindsey P. obligated her to release the

confidential, draft investigative report. See AFSCME,

AFL-CIO, Council 4, Local 2405 v. Norwalk, supra, 156

Conn. App. 86.

To the extent that the plaintiff contends that the union

failed to emphasize sufficiently to the arbitrator that

the draft investigative report contained exculpatory

information, we conclude that substantial evidence

exists in the record to support the board’s contrary

finding that the union did argue that the draft investiga-

tive report contained ‘‘ ‘exculpatory’ ’’ information. The

arbitrator delineated in the arbitration award the differ-

ences between the draft and final investigative reports

that, according to the arbitrator, the plaintiff thought

to be ‘‘significant’’ and that, according to the arbitrator,

the plaintiff believed to demonstrate that Fitzpatrick

had removed ‘‘ ‘exculpatory’ ’’ information from the



final investigative report. As the board noted in its deci-

sion, the fact that the arbitrator recognized the differ-

ences between the draft and final investigative reports

that the plaintiff found to be significant reflects that

Cunningham brought these differences to the attention

of the arbitrator.

Further, in the plaintiff’s postarbitration brief, Cun-

ningham emphasized to the arbitrator that the plaintiff

sent the draft investigative report to counsel for the

mother because she believed that the final investigative

report presented the facts of the family’s case in a

‘‘false’’ light and that the information Fitzpatrick had

removed was ‘‘salient’’ and ‘‘exculpatory . . . .’’19 We

conclude, therefore, that the court properly determined

that substantial evidence supported the factual finding

of the board that Cunningham argued to the arbitrator

that the draft investigative report contained exculpatory

information. To the extent that this factual finding

informed the conclusion of the board that the union

did not act arbitrarily or in bad faith in its representation

of the plaintiff, we agree with the court that the plaintiff

has not met her burden of demonstrating that the board

acted unreasonably, arbitrarily, illegally, or in abuse of

its discretion by so concluding. See AFSCME, AFL-CIO,

Council 4, Local 2405 v. Norwalk, supra, 156 Conn.

App. 86.

The judgment is affirmed.

In this opinion the other judges concurred.
1 ‘‘[An] employee may seek judicial enforcement of his contractual rights

[under a collective bargaining agreement when] . . . the union has sole

power under the [agreement] to invoke the higher stages of the grievance

procedure . . . and . . . the [employee] has been prevented from

exhausting his contractual remedies by the union’s wrongful refusal to

process the grievance. . . . [In such a case, an employee may file a hybrid

action, which] comprises two causes of action. The [action] against the

employer rests on . . . a breach of the collective-bargaining agreement.

The [action] against the union is one for breach of the union’s duty of fair

representation . . . . [T]he two claims are inextricably interdependent. To

prevail against either the [employer] or the [u]nion . . . [the employee]

must [show] not only . . . that [her] discharge was contrary to the [agree-

ment] but must also carry the burden of demonstrating breach of [the]

duty [of fair representation] by the [u]nion. . . . The [action] is thus not a

straightforward breach-of-contract [action] . . . but a hybrid [breach of

contract]/fair representation claim, amounting to a direct challenge to the

private settlement of disputes under [the collective bargaining agreement].’’

(Citation omitted; internal quotation marks omitted.) Piteau v. Board of

Education, 300 Conn. 667, 676–77 n.12, 15 A.3d 1067 (2011).
2 During all relevant times of her employment with the department, the

plaintiff was a member of the bargaining unit that the union represented.
3 The department and its employees refer to the investigative reports

as ‘‘protocols.’’ For the purpose of clarity, we refer to these reports as

‘‘investigative reports’’ throughout this opinion.
4 The plaintiff, however, concluded that evidence substantiated the allega-

tion of educational neglect of the daughter.
5 As we explain in greater detail later in this opinion, the draft investigative

report constituted a ‘‘confidential’’ report pursuant to statute. See General

Statutes (Supp. 2010) § 17a-28.
6 The department did not withdraw the application for an OTC of the son,

who was hospitalized at the time.
7 Specifically, Mellon determined that the plaintiff had violated the follow-

ing department policies: Policy 7-4-3.1, Employee Conduct, Neglect of Duty;

Policy 7-4-3.10, Employee Conduct, Confidentiality; Policy 31-8-5, Case



Related Issues, Confidentiality; and Policy 31-10-3, Office of Legal Affairs,

Confidentiality. Mellon also concluded that, in his opinion, the plaintiff had

violated General Statutes § 17a-28 and § 5-240-1a (c) (8), (11), and (13) of

the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies.
8 Article sixteen of the collective bargaining agreement provides in relevant

part: ‘‘No permanent employee . . . shall be . . . dismissed except for just

cause.’’ (Emphasis added.)

Section 5-240-1a (c) of the Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies

defines ‘‘ ‘[j]ust cause’ ’’ to mean ‘‘any conduct for which an employee may

be suspended, demoted or dismissed and includes, but is not limited to . . .

[d]eliberate violation of any law, state regulation or agency rule . . .

[n]eglect of duty, or other employment related misconduct . . . [or] [e]ngag-

ing in any activity which is detrimental to the best interests of the agency

or of the state.’’

Article sixteen of the collective bargaining agreement also provides: ‘‘Just

cause may include but is not necessarily restricted to incompetency, ineffi-

ciency, neglect of duty, misconduct or insubordination.’’
9 Because the arbitrator determined that the decision of the plaintiff to

release the draft investigative report without authorization from the commis-

sioner or her designee provided the department sufficient just cause to

terminate her employment, the arbitrator did not reach the question of

whether her release of the confidential information in the e-mails or her

decision to leave the child in the car unattended also constituted just cause

to terminate her employment.
10 The arbitrator also rejected the plaintiff’s argument that Fitzpatrick

improperly had targeted the plaintiff and improperly influenced the decision

of the department to terminate her employment.
11 To the extent that the plaintiff claims in her principal appellate brief

that the department violated the collective bargaining agreement by termi-

nating her without just cause, we find it unnecessary to reach this claim.

In connection with her hybrid action, the plaintiff not only was obligated

to establish ‘‘that [her] discharge was contrary to the [collective bargaining

agreement] but . . . [she] also [was required to] . . . demonstrat[e] [a]

breach of [the] duty [of fair representation] by the [u]nion.’’ (Emphasis

added; internal quotation marks omitted.) Piteau v. Board of Education,

300 Conn. 667, 677 n.12, 15 A.3d 1067 (2011). The board determined that

the plaintiff failed to establish that the union had breached its duty of fair

representation and, thus, did not reach the merits of whether she was

terminated for just cause.
12 Although the plaintiff disclosed the confidential, draft investigative

report to counsel for the parent of the child about which the report was

created; see General Statutes (Supp. 2010) § 17a-28 (a) and (b); the plaintiff

did not argue to the board, to the Superior Court, or to this court that the

mother had provided her ‘‘ ‘[c]onsent,’ ’’ defined as ‘‘permission given in

writing by a person, his attorney or his authorized representative to disclose

specified information, within a limited time period, regarding the person to

specifically identified individuals’’; General Statutes (Supp. 2010) § 17a-28

(a) (4); to disclose the confidential record.
13 During oral argument to this court, the plaintiff conceded that the union

agent that represented her at the arbitration was not a lawyer.
14 General Statutes (Supp. 2010) § 17a-28 (f) provides in relevant part:

‘‘The commissioner or the commissioner’s designee shall, upon request,

promptly provide copies of records, without the consent of a person, to

. . . (9) a party in a custody proceeding under section 17a-112 or 46b-129,

in the Superior Court where such records concern a child who is the subject

of the proceeding or the parent of such child . . . .’’ (Emphasis added.)

General Statutes (Supp. 2010) § 17a-28 (m) provides in relevant part:

‘‘[A]ny person, regardless of age, his authorized representative or attorney

shall have the right of access to any records made, maintained or kept on

file by the department, whether or not such records are required by any

law or by any rule or regulation, when those records pertain to or contain

information or materials concerning the person seeking access thereto,

including but not limited to records concerning investigations [or] reports

. . . of the person seeking access thereto . . . .’’
15 Alternatively, the plaintiff argues that she should prevail on this claim

pursuant to the plain error doctrine. ‘‘[The plain error] doctrine . . . is an

extraordinary remedy used by appellate courts to rectify errors committed

at trial that, although unpreserved, are of such monumental proportion that

they threaten to erode our system of justice and work a serious and manifest

injustice on the aggrieved party. . . . It is a rule of reversibility . . . that



this court invokes in order to rectify a trial court ruling that, although either

not properly preserved or never raised at all in the trial court, nonetheless

requires reversal of the trial court’s judgment, for reasons of policy.’’ (Inter-

nal quotation marks omitted.) Reville v. Reville, 312 Conn. 428, 467–68, 93

A.3d 1076 (2014). ‘‘An appellate court addressing a claim of plain error first

must determine if the error is indeed plain in the sense that it is patent [or]

readily discernable on the face of a factually adequate record, [and] also

. . . obvious in the sense of not debatable.’’ (Internal quotation marks omit-

ted.) Board of Education v. State Board of Labor Relations, 166 Conn. App.

287, 297, 142 A.3d 304 (2016). After a thorough review of the record, we

are unpersuaded that the board committed the type of obvious and readily

discernible error that would meet this extraordinarily high standard and

warrant reversal.
16 The plaintiff properly preserved this claim for review by raising it to

the board. See Ferraro v. Ridgefield European Motors, Inc., supra, 313

Conn. 758–59.
17 It is also entirely unclear whether the court had the authority to order

the department to engage in a specific procedure when it files OTC applica-

tions in the future. The court, sua sponte and apparently without providing

the parties with notice or an opportunity to be heard on the directive, stated

that, ‘‘under its inherent supervisory authority, [it could] deter similar

conduct by the department in the future’’ by directing the department to

follow a specific procedure when it files future OTC applications. (Emphasis

added.) In re Lindsey P., supra, 49 Conn. Supp. 152–53.

In In re Darlene C., 247 Conn. 1, 2, 717 A.2d 1242 (1998), our Supreme

Court reviewed a trial court’s sua sponte decision to permanently enjoin

the commissioner of the department from filing petitions for the termination

of parental rights that had been prepared, signed, and filed by individuals

who were not admitted to the practice of law. Our Supreme Court ultimately

determined that the relevant statutory scheme explicitly permitted individu-

als who were not admitted to the practice of law to draft and sign such

petitions. Id., 9–14. Our Supreme Court further noted, however, that it ‘‘disap-

prov[ed] of the procedure employed by the trial court in rendering an injunc-

tion, sua sponte, without first affording the parties notice and an opportunity

to be heard.’’ Id., 9 n.22. Our Supreme Court specifically stated that it ‘‘[did]

not doubt that the action of the trial court, in issuing an injunction against

the commissioner, was well intentioned. As [the Supreme Court had] noted

previously . . . however, [b]asic principles of courtesy and fairness govern

the conduct of courts as well as that of litigants and their counsel. The trial

court’s conduct did not comport with these principles.’’ (Internal quotation

marks omitted.) Id.

Likewise, the court in Lindsey P., in its ruling concerning whether it

would hold the department in contempt, sua sponte issued a directive that

obligated the department to comply with certain procedures when it files

future OTC applications. In re Lindsey P., supra, 49 Conn. Supp. 152–53.

Although the court instructed the department to ‘‘show cause’’ concerning

why it should not be held in contempt, a thorough reading of its decision

does not indicate that it provided the parties with notice or the opportunity

to be heard concerning the directive before it set forth the directive. See

id., 134. Further, neither the court in Lindsey P. nor the plaintiff in the

present case has identified a statutory, constitutional, or common-law basis

that granted the court the authority to impose on an agency an order that

bound the department in its future applications. Although we need not reach

whether the court in Lindsey P. had the authority to issue such a directive,

we emphasize that Cunningham was not obligated to raise to the arbitrator

this particular legal question in order to satisfy his duty of fair representation,

so long as he did not act arbitrarily, discriminatorily, or in bad faith in his

representation.
18 The plaintiff requests that this court mandate the department to turn

over all information that is potentially exculpatory to the opposing party

whenever it files an OTC application. We decline to do so. At issue in this

case is not whether the department must provide to an opposing party in

an OTC proceeding all information that is potentially exculpatory. As we

have explained, at issue in this case is whether the court improperly deter-

mined that substantial evidence supported the findings of the board and

whether the board reasonably concluded that the union did not breach its

duty of fair representation.
19 The plaintiff emphasizes in her principal appellate brief that Cunningham

acted improperly by using the word ‘‘ ‘believed,’ ’’ when he stated in the

postarbitration brief that the plaintiff ‘‘ ‘believed’ ’’ that the omitted informa-



tion was exculpatory. She specifically argues that, by stating that she

‘‘ ‘believed’ ’’ that the information was exculpatory instead of stating that

the information ‘‘was’’ exculpatory, Cunningham cast doubt on whether the

omitted information was, in fact, exculpatory.

We are not persuaded. The fact that a union agent used one word over

another in the postarbitration brief that he filed on behalf of the plaintiff

does not constitute action that is ‘‘so far outside a wide range of reasonable-

ness . . . as to be irrational,’’ that is fraudulent or deceitful, or that hinders

‘‘the best interests of its members.’’ (Internal quotation marks omitted.)

Labbe v. Pension Commission, supra, 239 Conn. 195. Further, the adminis-

trative record reflects that the arbitrator considered, and ultimately rejected,

the position of the plaintiff that, because the information was exculpatory,

she was required to release the draft investigative report. Accordingly, we

conclude that the contentions that the plaintiff has raised concerning the

specific words used by the union are not sufficient to undermine the board’s

determination that the union did not breach its duty of fair representation.
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